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Africa ELTA as an international regional association
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Africa ELTA is a regional association that works to advance the English language teaching (ELT) profession in Africa by supporting teachers to improve their ELT pedagogical and research practices...
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Our affiliates in Africa

Angola - ANELTA
Benin - BNTEA
Botswana - BELTA
Burkina Faso - BETA
Cameroon - CAMELTA
Cote d’Ivoire - CINELTA
Egypt - Nile TESOL
Ethiopia - EELPA
Gambia - GELTA
Ghana - GATE
Guinea Bissau - ELTA
Mali - MATE
Morocco - MATE Laayone
Nigeria - ELTAN
Senegal - ATES
Somalia - ATES
Sudan - TESOL SUDAN
Tanzania - TELTA
Togo - TETO
South Africa - NAETSA
Guinea Conakry - GETC
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Mentoring within Africa ELTA
Mentoring within Africa ELTA
1- Programs

• Africa ELTA Research Project (2019-2021)

• Publication is forthcoming ...
Mentoring within Africa ELTA 1- Programs

- Africa ELTA- EVE Female Leadership Mentoring Project
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Lessons learned...

• Make it relevant
• Know the needs
• Work on capacity building
• Think out of the *traditional*!
• Collaborate and.. Build bridges
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Get in touch!

- Become a member TODAY for free!
  https://www.africaelta.org/membership

- Email AE at: africaelta@gmail.com
- Email me at: amirrasalama@aucegypt.edu